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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate a long period grating (LPG) inscription in microstructured polymer optical fibers (mPOFs) using a single 248 nm UV laser pulse of 15 ns duration for every inscription point using a point by point technique with total length of 25 mm. The fabrication time indicates shortening for a single coupling point (15 ns against 42 s reported in literature). A grating with 20 dB transmission dip has been fabricated by using two UV pulses for each coupling point. The device has been fabricated in mPOF with a core that has been doped with benzyl dimethyl ketal (BDK) for photosensitivity increase. The strain and temperature responses of the fabricated gratings under different conditions have been characterized in order to assess the viability for sensing applications. Better performance was achieved with suitable post annealing process of the gratings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, long period fiber gratings (LPGs) have attracted significant attention due to their successful applications for sensing. The advantage of LPGs includes low insertion loss, ease of fabrication and low back reflection. Fabrication of LPGs in silica photonic crystal fibers is already a mature technology. A variety of fabrication techniques have been developed including irradiation using CO2 laser [1], electric arc [2], femtosecond laser [3] and UV laser [4]. Various LPGs have been explored as sensors for a variety of parameters such as strain [5], temperature [6], refractive index [7-8] and biochemical sensing [9]. The motivation for fabricating LPGs in microstructured POF (mPOF) is driven by potential sensing applications exploiting the properties of polymer optical fibers (POF) such as the small Young’s modulus and large range of strain. Besides them, POF’s biocompatibility offers a potential for in vivo sensing. As a recent application, an all-plastic fiber-based pressure sensor based on LPG in mPOF has been explored [10]. Only a few papers mentioned the fabrication process of LPGs in mPOF [10-14]. The first LPG was fabricated in mPOF by mechanical deformation and heating [11]. UV photo inscription of LPG in mPOF with point-by-point technique was reported in 2010 [12], where water diffusion process of the grating was investigated to report the potential sensing application as water level detectors. Hydrostatic pressure and strain sensitivity was investigated using an LPG in mPOF fabricated using transverse periodic loading combined with heating [13]. The same group fabricated LPGs based on mPOF with the cladding doped with trans-4-stilbenemethanol in order to shorten the fabrication process time, and temperature and long term stability were investigated for future sensing applications [14]. Considering the fabrication time, fiber Bragg grating inscription in silica optical fiber can be achieved in less than one minute, but the inscription time in polymer fiber is much longer. Undoped polymer fibers lead to fabrication process longer than one hour, although one fast grating inscription using 1 pulse (15 ns) emitted by a high power 248 nm KrF laser was recently reported using benzyl dimethyl ketal (BDK) doped fiber [15], which is suitable for grating irradiation during the fiber drawing process.

In this paper, we present LPG fabrication on PMMA mPOF with BDK doped core by using point by point technology, and temperature and strain sensitivity is investigated for future optical sensing applications.

2. LONG PERIOD GRATING FABRICATION

A PMMA mPOF with 3 rings of holes and a BDK doped core was used to inscribe LPGs. The three ring cladding microstructure has a hole-to-pitch ratio of 0.47 with an average hole diameter of 1.74 um and an average pitch of 3.70
A cross-section image of the fiber is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The fiber was annealed for 24 hours at 70 degrees prior to be used in order to release the stress in the fiber that was induced during the drawing process. After cleaving it with a special room temperature cleaver [18] and polishing it with sand paper to get a high quality end face, the fiber was connectorized and held onto the fabrication setup under 0.1% strain, as depicted in Fig. 1.

A Coherent Bragg Star Industrial-LN krypton fluoride (KrF) excimer laser system operating at 248 nm wavelength was employed for the LPG inscription. The laser pulse duration was 15 ns and the pulse energy was set at 2.95 mJ. The laser beam profile was measured as a rectangular Top hat function of 6.0×1.5 mm² size and 2×1 mrad² divergence. It was focused onto the fiber core by utilizing a plano-convex cylindrical lens (Newport CSX200AR.10) with focal length of 20 cm. The translation stage was employed to shift the laser beam with a precision of 10 µm and a slit was used to set the width of the beam where the point-by-point technique was employed to inscribe LPGs.

![Fig. 1 Experimental setup for LPG inscription, inset: end face of mPOF](image)

An LPG was inscribed using a single pulse for each coupling point. Fig. 2 shows the LPG transmission spectra just after fabrication when the laser is stopped and the fiber is under 0.1% strain, the grating peak is centered at 871.05 nm and the transmission drops 3.5 dB. Figs. 2 a-d) show LPG transmission spectrum under different strain before post-annealing. Then, we annealed the grating at 70 ºC during 24 hours, the grating showed a wavelength shift towards 869.5nm and a transmission dip increase up to 5 dB, as shown in Fig. 2 e), which indicates shortening of the irradiation time for a single coupling point (15 ns against 42 s [14]).

Although we tried a lot of times to inscribe gratings by using just one pulse for each coupling, not all of them were successful and lead to gratings with reasonable strength. The absorption of BDK under UV is still under research and the UV absorption is also affected by the microstructure induced diffraction [17] and it is probably too low at each coupling point. FBG can be fabricated in the same fiber by using the same laser system with a higher number of pulses [15]. In the following, two pulses were employed to obtain LPGs with better spectral response.
Fig. 2 Transmission response of LPG inscribed by using one pulse for each coupling point: a) Just after fabrication, b-d) LPG transmission under different strain conditions, e) After annealing at 70 ºC during 24 hours.

Figs. 3 a) and b) show the transmission depression and wavelength comparison between grating irradiation with one pulse and two pulses in each coupling. The transmission spectra of an LPG inscribed by using two pulses for each coupling, just after fabrication when different levels of strain are applied in Fig.3 c). When the laser is stopped and the fiber is under 0.05 % strain, the grating peak is centered at 869.5 nm and the transmission only drops 4.5 dB, whereas the grating peak becomes more clear when it is further strained to 0.88 %, and the dip reaches around -9.0 dB in-band transmission. Figs. 3 a) and c) indicate the performance is much better compared with one pulse per coupling point irradiated LPG. After two weeks, the grating transmission response was monitored and it showed better performance, as depicted in Fig. 3 d). Similar post growth performance was reported in FBG irradiated in annealed BDK doped PMMA fibers [15] and dye-doped PMMA polymer fibers [19], but the reason is still under research. Note that a strain of 0.1% leads to obtain -20 dB in-band transmission.
3. STRAIN AND TEMPERATURE CHARACTERIZATION

The mechanical properties of polymer material make such fibers ideal for strain sensing, so the strain response of the fibers was characterized by monitoring the position of the transmission peak when strain was applied. An 18.1 cm long POF section was fixed with epoxy glue on the flexure stage accessories. The flexure stage avoids sliding and strain can be easily controlled by the 3D translation stage with 20 µm step. One stage was fixed and the other one was used to shift longitudinally for applying an axial strain to the fiber. Fig. 4 a) showed the strain leads to a wavelength displacement towards shorter wavelength with -2.3±0.05 nm/mstrain, whereas -2.25±0.05 nm/mstrain has been measured for decreasing strain due to polymer hysteresis. Provided temperature is stabilized for each measurement, the obtained temperature sensitivity was 0.276±0.02nm/ºC, as shown in Fig. 4 b). The resonance wavelength of the grating shows a linear behavior with temperature.

We found that the grating promptly reaches stable response under strain variations, but temperature variations need long time to be stabilized. As depicted in Fig. 4 c), when the temperature is changed from 27 ºC to 32 ºC, the grating needs about 1 hour to become stable and before stability is reached, the grating shifts towards blue and then towards red wavelengths. The large range shift observed when temperature is changed from 27 ºC to 42 ºC is probably due to the combined effect of humidity and temperature [22] since the water diffusion is a slow process. Oppositely, when the temperature is increased from 47 ºC to 52 ºC in Fig. 4 c), the grating needs less than 10 minutes to become stable and central wavelength only shifts by a small amount, similar performance was reported in [23], where the time required for wavelength stabilization is shorter at higher temperatures.
Table 1 shows the comparison of several strain and temperature sensitivities previously reported in the literature. Silica fiber LPG shows larger strain sensitivity than FBG, whereas temperature sensitivity of FBG and LPG are more or less the same. Similar comparison can be done between POF FBG and LPG. In this paper, our LPG shows larger sensitivity than mPOF LPG [13] in the table, probably due to fiber annealing for 24 hours at 70 °C as reported in [24] since the annealed fibers can produce an increase in the strain sensitivity. It also shows larger temperature sensitivity, although it needs a long time to reach a stable response, especially at temperatures below 45°C.

Table 1. Comparison of strain and temperature sensitivity measured for LPGs and FBGs in different types of fibers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica FBG [20]</td>
<td>1.2 pm/με</td>
<td>13.7 pm/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica LPG [6]</td>
<td>-5.62 pm/με</td>
<td>11.92 pm/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POF FBG [21]</td>
<td>0.73 pm/με</td>
<td>-77 pm/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mPOF LPG [13]</td>
<td>-1.42 nm/mstrain</td>
<td>Nonlinearity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Our LPG</strong></td>
<td><strong>-2.3 nm/mstrain</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.276 nm/°C</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we demonstrated fast inscription of LPGs in polymer optical fibers using one 248 nm UV laser pulse per inscription point by using point by point technique. Therefore, the inscription time for each coupling point has been shortened compared with the best one previously reported in the literature. We demonstrated a notch depth of 20 dB centered at 866.9 nm wavelength under 0.1% strain by using two pulses per point with the same technique. The strain and thermal characterization of the LPG showed the strain and temperature sensitivity of -2.3±0.05 nm/strain and 0.276±0.02 nm/°C, respectively, which is higher than previously reported FBGs and LPGs in silica and polymer fibers, and therefore, confirm their potential to be used as active elements for fiber optic sensing.
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